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About This Document 

This document describes how ObserveIT’s DLP capabilities are enhanced by the detection of unauthorized user 

attempts to exfiltrate sensitive or critical corporate data outside the company. 

This document is intended for use by security and risk analysts. 

This document accompanies the release notes for the current ObserveIT 6.3 release which can be found here.  

The information described in this document is not included in the latest ObserveIT version 6.2 product 
documentation.  

If you have any questions or require assistance, visit the ObserveIT technical support portal at 

http://www.observeit.com/Support.  

http://www.observeit.com/support/product_releases_download
http://documentation.observeit.com/6.2/#about_the_oit_documentation.htm
http://documentation.observeit.com/6.2/#about_the_oit_documentation.htm
http://www.observeit.com/Support
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Feature Overview 

This feature is supported on Windows 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems.  

The ObserveIT detection mechanism prevents data exposure, data theft, and out-of-company-policy activities, 

by enabling security and risk analysts to track the following user actions: 

 Copying of files or folders to the clipboard.  

 Dragging of files or folders to a location from where they can be potentially copied. 

 Inserting a USB-based external storage device into a computer to potentially copy files/folders. 

Note: This feature is enabled by default on the ObserveIT Agent by a data loss detection policy which is 
configured in the Windows-based Server Policies settings of the ObserveIT Web Console. 

The following topics describe: 

 How to configure a data loss detection policy in the ObserveIT Web Console. 

 How to detect the copying and dragging of files and folders. 

 How to detect the insertion of a USB-based external storage device. 
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Configuring a Data Loss Detection Policy in the ObserveIT Web 

Console 

To enable the tracking of specific user actions on the ObserveIT Agent for potentially copying data, a data loss 

detection policy must be configured in the Server Policies settings of the ObserveIT Web Console.  

You can configure (enable/disable) data loss detection policy settings manually per server (Agent) from the 
Configuration > Servers page, or by using Server Group Policies to configure many servers (Agents) 
simultaneously. By default, the settings are enabled in the policy. If required, you can disable the policy settings. 

 To configure data loss detection policy settings using Server Policies 

1. In the Configuration > Server Policies page of the ObserveIT Web Console, click Create or select a server 

policy template (Windows-based policy).  

The Server Policy Template page opens. 
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2. In the Data Loss Detection Policy section of the Server Policy Template page, you can configure the 

following settings: 

 
a. Enable detection of USB storage insertion - This option (selected by default) enables the detection of 

any insertion of a USB-based external storage.  

A screenshot is created with a window title starting with the text USBCONNECT and the following 

information: 

 For mobile devices – the device model, manufacturer, and user-defined name (if configured) 

 For non-mobile devices – the letter of the drive assigned by the operating system, and the user-
defined name (if configured) 

b. Enable detection of file copy - This option (selected by default) enables the detection of any copying to 

the clipboard of files/folders and any mouse-dragging of files/folders.  

A specific screenshot is created with a window title starting with the text FILECOPY/LARGEFILECOPY, 

followed by the number of files, total file size (in MB), the name of the copied/dragged files/folders and 

the name of the parent folder. When this check box is selected, you can also configure the following 

settings: 

1. Set minimum file-copy thresholds: This option (selected by default) allows you to specify thresholds 

for the minimum total size (by default 30 MB) of the files that can be copied/dragged or the 

minimum number of files that can be copied/dragged (by default 10). Upon exceeding one of the 

thresholds specified for "total size exceeds" or "file count exceeds", the FILECOPY action will be 

displayed in a specific screenshot.  

2. Record as LARGEFILECOPY if: This option (selected by default) allows you to specify thresholds for 

the minimum total size (by default 100 MB) of large files that can be copied/dragged or the 

minimum number of large files that can be copied/dragged (by default 100). Upon exceeding one of 

the thresholds specified for "total size exceeds" or "file count exceeds", the text LARGEFILECOPY 

will be used in the window title (instead of FILECOPY). 

3. Click Save to save your changes. 

Setting changes will take effect on new user sessions, after the current sessions are closed. 
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Detecting the Copying and Dragging of Files and Folders 

ObserveIT can detect every insertion of a single file/folder or multiple files/folders to the clipboard (via Copy or 

Cut menu items, icons, keyboard shortcuts, or any other method). This also applies to the mouse-dragging of 

files and folders (using the left or right mouse click) in order to copy or move them. Any such operation is 

recognized together with the names of all the copied or dragged files/folders, their parent folder, the number of 

files and the total file size. Furthermore, copying or dragging large files/folders can be differentiated easily from 

standard copy operations by setting the minimal file size and minimal file count required for a large operation. 

Attempts to copy files or folders can also be detected by ObserveIT’s reporting and alerting mechanisms, and 

will be reflected in the Server/User diaries and the Session Player. Using the ObserveIT Search mechanism, you 

can search for files or folders that were copied and view the results within the context of the user activity.  

The detection mechanism enables security and risk analysts to: 

 Receive an immediate alert (and email notification) upon copying a sensitive file (or folder) with a specific 

string in its name or extension, allowing analysts to respond quickly (for example, approach the employee, 

lock an account). 

 Search for the copying or dragging of specific files/folders by the name/extension of the copied files as part 

of forensic analysis. 

 Search for the copying or dragging of any file from a specific folder. 

 Generate detailed reports on all file copy/drag operations for audit and compliance requirements. 

 Increase the risk score of users in the ObserveIT User Risk Dashboard, allowing administrators to quickly 

pinpoint users who put the business at risk and understand why. 

 Export file copy and file dragging activities to SIEM platforms in order to get a broader context and integrate 

information injected from other security platforms.  

How Does it Work? 

You can use any of the following methods to detect the copying of a file or folder to the clipboard:  

 Right-click menu items: Copy, Cut 

 Keyboard shortcuts: Ctrl+C, Ctrl+X, CTRL+Insert 

 Menu items: Edit > Copy, Edit > Cut and equivalent right-click menu items 

 Dragging an item with the mouse (applies also to multi-select using the CTRL or SHIFT keys) 

After a file/folder copy is detected, a specific screenshot is created with the window title displaying the 

following information:  

1. The text FILECOPY or LARGEFILECOPY to help the search, alert, and report mechanisms easily identify the 

action.  

2. Total number of files which were copied/dragged. 

3. Total size (in MB) of the files which were copied/dragged. 

4. Names of the files which were copied/dragged. 

5. Full paths of the original (containing) folder from which the files and folders were copied/dragged. 
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For example: 

FILECOPY (2, 9MB) – file1.ext, file2.ext, origin=C:\My Documents\Revenues 

If the total file size exceeds one of the thresholds defined in the Server Policy (e.g., 30 MB), the prefix 

LARGEFILECOPY is used. For example: 

LARGEFILECOPY (4, 31MB) – file1.ext, file2.ext, folder1.ext, folder2.ext, 

origin=C:\My Documents\Revenues 

Notes 

If the number of characters in the window title exceeds 256, additional screenshots are created prefixed with a 
“+” sign (e.g., “+FILECOPY” or “+LARGEFILECOPY”). This might happen when copying multiple files/folders and 
the name of all the files/folders exceeds the total limit of 256 characters. 

Is a single alert is generated upon any FILECOPY operation, it must be defined by the condition: “Window 
Title” “starts with” “FILECOPY”. This will prevent an excessive number of alerts being generated 
by subsequent screenshots with the same window title, as these screenshots are created by the system in order 
to document the names of all copied files/folders. 
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Detecting the Insertion of a USB-Based External Storage Device 

ObserveIT enables you to monitor activities involving the insertion of a disk-on-key or other portable USB-based 

storage device, including a mobile phone, into a computer, which might potentially lead to the copying and 

exfiltration of sensitive data out of an organization.  

The detection mechanism enables security and risk administrators to: 

 Receive an immediate alert (and email notification) upon any insertion of a USB external storage device, 

allowing analysts to respond quickly. 

 Search for all USB insertion operations of a specific user. 

 Play a video that captured the end-user activity before and after the insertion of the USB external storage, in 

order to better understand the end-user’s real intentions. 

 Generate detailed reports on all USB insertion operations for audit and compliance requirements. 

Upon insertion of the USB-based device, a single virtual screenshot is created with a window title prefixed by 

USBCONNECT followed by the device model and manufacturer (for mobile devices), the drive letter (for non-

mobile devices), and with a friendly user-defined name if configured for the device.    

For example, if a disk-on-key or iPhone was inserted into a computer's USB port, the following window titles 

would be created: 

USBCONNECT – E:\ (JOHN DOE)  

USBCONNECT – A0001, OnePlus (JOHN PHONE) 
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Viewing Results in the Web Console Diaries 

Following is an example of how the detection of large file copy operations, standard file copy operations, and 

multiple screenshots of file copy operations, are displayed in the Server (or User) Diary within the ObserveIT 

Web Console. 
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The following example shows how the detection of user actions to insert USB external storage devices are 

displayed in the Server (or User) Diary within the ObserveIT Web Console. 

 
 

 

 


